IGC POSTDOC PROGRAMME

Biology By Numbers

A multidisciplinary programme for PhD holders from Exact Sciences & Engineering with little knowledge on/great curiosity for fundamental biological questions.

Do you have a PhD in
Physics, Maths, Statistics, Computer Science, Chemistry, Engineering?

Do you wonder about how:
- the Hill equation is key to understand cooperative enzymes?
- Hopf bifurcations form a fertile ground for chronobiology?
- the Fokker-Planck equation describes the spread of genes in populations?

APPLY NOW!

bit.ly/IGC-BiologyByNumbers

Deadline for applications: 15 February 2019

We offer you:
» ADVANCED COURSES where you can rapidly acquire background in Biology, and reciprocally exchange complementary knowledge with PhD students
» a 1-year POSTDOC FELLOWSHIP & support to apply for extramural fellowships
» an opportunity to develop a GROUNDBREAKING IDEA in your selected lab(s).